IDEAS FOR AUTUMN VISITS
Sensory

Trees rustling, squirrels scurrying,
birds singing. What else can you
hear?
Earthy, musty leaf mould smells.
Look all around, up to the tree tops
and the church tower and down to
the ground below your feet.

PRACTICAL TIPS
•

Keep to paths if possible.

•

Beware hidden stumps, holes and
kerbstones

•

Don’t play or climb on tombstones

•

Beware dangerous rubbish such as
broken glass and syringe needles.
Report any needle find to the City
Council: 252 900

•

Beware of dog mess

•

Do not eat anything, including berries,
found in the churchyard

•

Do not pick flowers: let others enjoy
them

Touch the nobbly pine cones and
textured tree bark.
Lifecycle

You will find many examples of
fruiting seeds at this time of year.
Look out for hawthorn, rose, holly,
iris and others.

Mini beasts Each autumn there is a lot of dead
plant material lying around the
churchyard as most plants either
shed their leaves or the plant above
ground dies back leaving only the
roots alive. Many mini beasts
specialise in eating this plentiful
food supply so keep a look out for
ground beetles, wood lice, slugs,
snail, spiders, centipedes and
worms
Art

Look at leaf shapes and the
Autumnal colouring of the trees.
You may see spiders webs covered
in dew if you visit in the early
morning.

Contact the Vicarage for further
information:
cowleysj@btinternet.com ;
01865 242396
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Autumn

Red Admiral butterflies
can still be seen

The Garden of Remembrance
and Thanksgiving (1) is a
good place to study some
of the many wildflowers and
ferns specially planted. You
will notice the bright orange
seeds of Iris Foetidissima
(or Gladwyn - an old English
name for a spear).

Lime (2)

Invertebrates
(mini beasts) are
encouraged by the
habitat piles and
fallen debris in the
Autumn.

Long tailed tit

Starling

Blackbird

Autumn is a quiet time in the bird
world. There is such an abundance of seeds,
berries and insects that there is not yet the
winter struggle for survival. For many species
this is the season of moult when some birds
just like to lie low. There may be an increase
in the numbers of blackbirds and starlings as
migrants from Scandinavia and eastern Europe
arrive. Look out for long tailed tits and listen
for the robin who is the only regular singer at
this time of year.

How many
different leaf
shapes can you
identify during
your visit?

Sycamore (3)

Hawthorn (4)

Horse Chestnut (5)
This is one of the best
seasons for spotting
fungi with many
varieties thriving in
the rotting vegetation.
Keep an eye out for
bracket and flask fungi
on old tree stumps and
fallen logs.

